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Foreword

This Rough Sleeping Strategy is endorsed by Westminster City Council,
the Metropolitan Police and National Health Service Westminster. It takes
into account the feedback received from a wide consultation involving a
variety of interested parties across the City of Westminster.

The emphasis throughout this strategy is on partnership because there is
no one agency that can manage the complexity of issues that are
associated with rough sleeping. This includes the need to minimise
associated street activity including anti social behaviour that causes alarm
and distress to residents, visitors and the business community. At the

same time we must protect the vulnerable who for whatever reason have found themselves street
homeless and may have complex needs that demand specialist interventions, such as primary
health care and mental health services; appropriate access to detox and relevant treatment; varied
accommodation options relevant to a full needs led assessment and personalisation options that
reflect differing need and preference.

This strategy has as it’s foundation a network of dedicated agencies within the third Sector who
have been commissioned to provide a holistic response to the complex needs that are a feature of
the rough sleeping population. The key priorities outlined within the strategy reflect the strength of
the above partnerships and determination to reduce to as near zero as possible the number of
those sleeping rough on the streets of Westminster by 2012.

We recommend this revised 2010 Rough Sleeping Strategy to you and together we believe we can
make a lasting difference to peoples lives, changing them for the better by providing improved
access to health services, increased ‘opportunity’ including training, volunteering, preparation for
work and realistic choice wrapped in a framework of equality and fairness.

Councillor Philippa Roe
Cabinet Member for Housing

Superintendent Peter Vincent
Metropolitan Police

Michael Scott
Chief Executive
Westminster PCT
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BACKGROUND AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Executive Summary

The City of Westminster continues to have
a higher rough sleeping population than any
other Local Authority in England and Wales.
Numbers have been significantly reduced
over the last ten years as a result of
concerted action. This now leads to a
renewed commitment to find solutions that
would mean an end to rough sleeping and
associated street activity. Rough sleeping
shortens life expectancy
and marginalises individuals. The street
activity associated with rough sleeping
‘hotspots’ (begging, street drinking) cause
alarm and distress.

This revised Strategy aims to build upon the
lessons learned thus far and further enhance
the progress made toward facilitating life style
changes and increasing opportunity. For the
next three years our strategic priorities will be:

Priority 1: Reduction: Deliver and sustain a
reduction in the number of rough sleepers at
below 100 and to as close to 0 as possible
by 2012. To be delivered through the Building
Based Services partnership in conjunction
with the police and specialist providers,
including the Joint Homelessness Team and
the Drug and Alcohol Action Team (DAAT).

Priority 2: Enforcement: Secure a reduction
in street activity and protect residents,
visitors and the business community from
unacceptable anti-social street behaviour
associated with rough sleeping. Integrate a
strategic response between the City Council
enforcement strands and the Metropolitan
Police.

Priority 3: Commissioning: Commission
dedicated multi agency services that meet
the needs of rough sleepers and rapidly
assist individuals off the streets.

Priority 4: Opportunities: Address
worklessness and increase opportunities that
will enable and promote individuals to sustain
a lifestyle off the streets

Priority 5: Soup Runs: Reduce over
provision and seek alternatives to free food
on the streets, promoting dignity and self
esteem by agreeing more appropriate,
targeted provision for those in need. Seek to
eradicate the distress caused to local
neighbourhoods blighted by the over
provision of street food.

Priority 6: Health: Integrate related strategies
(DAAT and NHS Westminster) to tackle
inequalities and to protect and serve socially
excluded service users. The Metropolitan
Police to balance social care and
enforcement.

Priority 7: Economic migration: Find
solutions to issues that lead to economic
migrants and people with no recourse to
public funds living on the streets of
Westminster, or travelling into Westminster to
use soup runs. Work closely with UK Border
Agency and be prepared to pilot projects on
their behalf that would result in the resolution
of long standing problems.

Priority 8: Service user involvement:
Strengthen service user involvement across all
services to enhance the potential to identify
creative solutions to complex problems and
innovate to prevent entrenchment.

Context

Since 2005 Westminster City Council has
successfully commissioned key Building
Based Service (BBS) providers to meet
strategic objectives designed to reduce
rough sleeping across Westminster. One of
the key objectives of this model was to
minimise the need for individuals to remain
on the streets to receive a service. This
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innovation has resulted in a sustained
reduction in rough sleepers in Westminster

In 2008/09 Building Based Services
contacted 2,172 verified rough sleepers. This
group is made up of a mix of individuals who
either self refer, are met on the streets, or are
referred or signposted to services. BBS,
Outreach Teams and the Metropolitan Police
Safer Streets Unit (SSHU) all target new
arrivals with the aim of reconnecting
individuals new to rough sleeping back to
their last settled address where they still have
community links, family and friends. This
action may be swift and immediate or it may
follow a needs-led assessment and case
work to secure a long lasting solution.

The majority of those rough sleeping on the
streets of Westminster do not have any
significant connection with the borough.
Usually they have become homeless
elsewhere and gravitated to central London to
sleep on the streets and join an established
street culture. Consequently key arrival points,
such as Victoria, are put under great strain .
This has led to an emphasis on reconnection
back to an individual’s home area. A pan
London Reconnection Protocol has been
promoted by Westminster and the Department
of Communities and Local Government (CLG),
and endorsed by the London Mayor. The next
step required is the implementation of a
National Reconnection Protocol.

As well as facilitating reconnection BBS’ can
also introduce rough sleepers to a wide
range of specialist services, and make
referrals to accommodation both inside and
outside of Westminster. In particular, many of
the more long term rough sleepers have
problems which require primary health care,
substance misuse issues, mental health
conditions or a combination of all three.

This strategy reinforces our emphasis and
targeted approach adopted by all our

stakeholders. Solutions will be identified that
break the cycle of individual rough sleepers
who revolve in and out of services and
accommodation, and positively target those
who have been on the streets the longest to
prevent premature deaths and provide
positive and acceptable alternatives
facilitated by the personalisation agenda.

The strategy also seeks to find ways to
facilitate the safe return to country of origin
for rough sleeping economic migrants
without employment, and people without
recourse to public funds.

The Strategic Framework

Developing our strategy

The previous Rough Sleeping Strategy
covered the period March 2007 to March
2010. During this period the profile of rough
sleeping and the challenges we face
continued to change. Our priorities for the
next four years, as set out in this strategy,
reflect these changes whilst building on
achievements since 2007.

Strategic context
Our strategy supports and complements:

The Westminster City Plan, 2006-2016
This is Westminster’s community strategy. It
sets out the vision for Westminster and
describes some of the things partners in the
city will do to make Westminster the best
place to live, work and visit in the UK.

Westminster Housing Strategy, 2007-2012
Aims to regenerate the social, physical and
economic infrastructure of the city.

Westminster Homelessness Strategy
Update, 2008-2010
Preventing homelessness and providing
accommodation and support to the
homeless and insecurely housed.
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Westminster Supporting People Strategy,
2005-2010
Improving the quality of life for a diverse
range of vulnerable adults and young people
in Westminster – enabling improved health,
greater independence and control in making
life choices. An updated strategy is
imminent.

Safer Westminster Partnership Plan 2008-
2011
Working to reduce crime, disorder, antisocial
behaviour and drug misuse.

Tackling alcohol misuse in Westminster,
2009-11
Supporting the Government’s Alcohol Harm
Reduction Strategy (2004), and providing a
collective response from partner agencies to
prevent any further increase in alcohol related
harm in Westminster.

Westminster Drug Intervention Programme
Working to improve the case management of
clients, delivering a greater reduction in drugs
misuse, crime and re-offending.

Licensing Policy
Prevention of crime and disorder, public
safety, prevention of public nuisance and
protection of children from harm. There is a
specific policy addressing the sale of alcohol
for consumption off the premises.

Living City
A series of projects that will gradually build
the best city in which to live and work. This
means that local public services will join
together to deal with problems, set new
standards, and focus each day on changing
lives for the better.

C
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Links between Rough Sleeping
Strategy and other Corporate Plans

The strategy has been developed by
Westminster City Council, the Met Police and
NHS Westminster. It will be delivered, in
close partnership with a variety of
stakeholders and the table below sets out
the corporate plans it relates to.

How we will ensure our strategy is
delivered

Each priority is supported by a number of
objectives and an action plan through which
priorities are delivered. These feed through
into the Council’s commissioning plans and
the delivery plans of our providers. Our
progress will be monitored throughout the
year by:

• Monthly Performance Plan reports made to
the Housing Division as part of the Council’s
performance framework

• Quarterly rough sleeping services monitoring
reports

• Performance reports and Business Plan
presented to the Rough Sleepers Steering
Group on six weekly cycle

• Contract monitoring of commissioned services
• Performance reports and Business Plan

presented to the Homeless Health
Partnership on a quarterly bases

• Performance reports and Business Plan
presented to the Homeless Health Clinicians
Steering group on a quarterly bases

• Service user feed back

Rough Sleeping Services in
Westminster

The extent and complexity of the issues
means that a wide variety of agencies are
involved in providing services for rough
sleepers in Westminster. The City Council
has the lead in commissioning a number of
these services and works in partnership with
a range of statutory providers. Below is a list

of key projects and agencies with whom the
City Council work in partnership:

Communities and Local Government (CLG) -
CLG leads the national effort to end rough
sleeping and in November 2008 published a
national rough sleeping strategy “No One
Left Out - Communities ending rough
sleeping”.

Connection at St Martin’s (CSTM) - CSTM
is responsible for co-ordinating provision to
rough sleepers in the Central area of
Westminster. Located close to Trafalgar
Square, CSTM provide a day centre service
with the same range of provision as The
Passage (see above). CSTM also provides a
dedicated space and sessions for young
people aged 25 and under. Street work in
central Westminster is co-ordinated and
undertaken by the CSTM Outreach Team.

By night, the Connection at St Martin’s
(CSTM) day centre becomes a 40 space
night centre, providing the teams with ‘safety
net‘ provision. The night centre meets a
range of needs, providing a resource:

• to prevent newly homeless people in crisis
falling into a rough sleeping lifestyle, while
other options, e.g. reconnection, are
planned.

• for those rough sleepers currently only willing
to come indoors overnight, on an ad hoc ‘no
strings’ basis, with the emphasis on breaking
the cycle and moving the individual towards
more appropriate accommodation

• to allow for a period of observation overnight
(the night centre has a high staff ratio) when
the teams have concerns about individuals.

• for hostels to prevent evictions onto the
streets

St Mungo’s Assessment Centre - St
Mungo’s co-ordinate provision and provide
services for rough sleepers in the West of
Westminster. Their Assessment Centre is
open 5 days a week for one-to-one
assessments, advice and support planning.
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They work closely with the West London Day
Centre.

The Passage - located in the Victoria area of
Westminster. The Passage co-ordinates
provision for rough sleepers in the south of
the borough. Their Street Link Team is
responsible for all street outreach work in the
south of Westminster. The Passage day
centre provides services for rough sleepers
and insecurely housed people including:
one-to-one assessments, advice and
support planning; daily group and individual
sessions; health care; training and
employment services; and a range of
practical facilities including food, laundry and
showers.

As part of its homelessness provision The
Passage also provides an assessment
centre. This occupies one floor of a building
which also contains a second stage hostel,
and provides full assessment and support
planning, with a view to resettlement. There
are four short stay beds for those with no
recourse to public funds, which are often
used by European accession state nationals
before they are reconnected or referred to
the Olallo Project.

Criminal Justice Partners

Metropolitan Police Safer Streets
Homeless Unit (SSHU) - a dedicated pan
Westminster police team, operating from
Charing Cross police station. The SSHU
tackle crime and anti social activity relating to
rough sleepers and the street population,
including begging and street drinking. The
team also provide assistance to those rough
sleepers without recourse to public funds
who wish to return to their country of origin.

HARRT - the HARRT Criminal Justice Team
are a specialist team providing a support
service for rough sleepers with a significant
history of offending, including candidates for

Anti Social Behaviour Orders. This team will
visit individuals in prisons to plan for their
release date and ensure that they do not
return to a street based life style.

UK Border Agency (UKBA) - we are
working with the UKBA to tackle the
problems of individuals with no recourse to
public funds who are homeless and
destitute. Some engage in anti social activity
and/or criminal activity. We are seeking ways
to ensure that when there is a failure to
comply with and take up treaty conditions
that these individuals are repatriated.

Street Population Team (SPT) - a small but
effective pan-Westminster team. They work
with individuals on the streets who may not
necessarily be rough sleepers but are
engaging in associated street activity that is
anti social and as a consequence causing
distress to residents, visitors and the
business community.

Health
Westminster Drug and Alcohol Action
Team (DAAT) - a high-level, strategic
partnership composed of members from the
Primary Care Trust, London Probation Area,
Metropolitan Police Service and the Council.
The partnership aims to reduce the use of
drugs and alcohol through increased
participation in treatment programmes.

Drug Intervention Programme (DIP) Teams
- are funded by the DAAT to implement
Home Office legislation which aims to get
offenders out of crime and into treatment.
Turning Point’s Hungerford team provide the
service for homeless clients.

Equinox - the drugs outreach team
commissioned by the WCC Drug DAAT to
target entrenched rough sleepers with drug
and alcohol support needs.
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Joint Homeless Team (JHT) - statutory
multi-disciplinary mental health team who
engage and work with rough sleepers with
mental health problems.

Homeless Health Team (HHT) - team
funded by the Primary Care Trust and based
in the three Westminster day centres,
comprising of a Clinical Manager, specialist
nurses, GPs, a counseling service and input
from a podiatrist.

Dr Hickey’s Surgery – provides general
practitioner (GP) and prescribing services to
the homeless and hostel dwelling population,
comprising of two full time GP’s, a practice
nurse, and a practice manager. Supported
by the counseling service, podiatrist, and
shared care workers

Great Chapel St Medical Centre – provides
GP services to the homeless and hostel
dwelling population, comprising of two full
time GP’s, a practice nurse, and a practice
manager. Supported by a counseling service,
podiatrist, dentist, dual diagnosis service and
psychiatrist from the local mental health
teams.

Accommodation
Westminster works with a large number of
voluntary sector partners who provide hostel
and other accommodation-based services to
rough sleepers in the borough. Full details on
the accommodation options within the
borough is available in the separate
document: Westminster Accommodation
Pathway for Rough Sleepers. A diagram
showing the pathway can be seen in
Appendix 1.
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The challenge of rough sleeping in
westminster: building our strategy
through consultation and evidence

Consultation

In autumn 2009 the council invited
stakeholders to make recommendations for
the Rough Sleeping Strategy 2010-2013 and
to highlight any issues of particular concern.
A number of stakeholder and service user
meetings were arranged so that suggestions
and comments could be discussed.

The 2007-2010 strategy was developed
following an independent “Evaluation of
Building Based Services (BBS) and other
rough sleeping programmes in Westminster”,
which was carried out in 2006 and is
available on our website. This research
involved interviews with partner agencies, in-
depth qualitative interviews with service
users, analysis of needs led assessments, a
review of internal documents and monitoring
information, and observation of meetings.

Since then we have consulted with residents
via local fora and responded to the issues
raised. A recurring and long term concern
has been noise and anti social behaviour
affecting residents and businesses near soup
run sites, particularly around the Cathedral
Piazza/Castle Lane in Victoria, and the
Strand/Adelaide Street in central
Westminster. Priority 5 sets out our strategy
regarding soup runs and Priority 2 sets out
our enforcement strategy.

Priority 6 outlines our strategic approach to
the health services provided for socially
excluded service users. In summer 2009,
NHS Westminster held consultation events
with service users, and the wider homeless
services sector around the health challenges
they experienced, and improvements they
would like to make. The feedback from this
consultation has been taken into account in
the development of the Westminster Rough

Sleeping Strategy 2010-13.

Members of the Westminster Rough
Sleeping Unit have attended a range of
public meetings to answer questions and
respond to the concerns of stakeholders and
residents. Businesses, residents and
stakeholders have been consulted at
specially organised meetings with service
providers and stakeholders, service user
meetings, and at Westminster Area Forums.

A list of the proposed priorities and draft
versions of this document were distributed
widely to multi-agency stakeholder groups
including: Westminster Rough Sleepers
Steering Group, Homeless Health
Partnership, Westminster Rough Sleepers
Multi-Agency Meeting, Homeless Health
Clinicians Group, Service User Panels, BBS
Managers Groups and relevant Area Fora.

Evidence of need - Rough Sleeping
in Westminster

Our strategy has been developed in
response to a high level of demand for
services in Westminster. This demand is well
documented and the collection of
information and the analysis of a range of
data sources is an ongoing task. A summary
of trends is provided below, and additional
statistical information is included in
Appendices 2.

The long term features in Westminster that
have led to continuing high levels of rough
sleeping, include:

• London’s ‘magnet’ effect. Westminster is in
the ‘heart’ of the capital and people arrive
here from all over the London, the UK and
the world.

• Growth in destitute economic migrants from
the EU accession states

• National and international rail and bus termini
• High levels of street handouts
• Long standing drug markets
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• Service provision

The three main sources of data that inform
the analysis of rough sleeping levels in
Westminster are explained below:

1) Street counts take a snap shot of rough
sleeping on a single night. They are the
major means of monitoring rough sleeping
and are a valuable performance indicator
reported to central government. The benefits
and limitations of assessing the numbers of
people sleeping rough through counts on a
single night have been examined in detail in
the evaluation of the Government’s Rough
Sleeping Unit (Randall and Brown, 1999).
This evaluation concluded that street counts
are a valid means of measuring the relative
scale of problems between areas and of
changes over time, within an acceptable
margin of error.

2) The CHAIN web-based database records
rough sleepers in London, tracks their use of
services and records outcomes. To be
entered on to the database a rough sleeper
must be a ‘verified’ rough sleeper (met, when
bedded down on the street, by a designated
worker). CHAIN is funded by Communities
and Local Government (CLG) and provides a
full picture of rough sleeping across London
authorities.

3) The outcomes collected by BBS providers
provide a more detailed picture by including
people presenting at services who have not
been verified.

CHAIN Data

Of the three data sources, CHAIN data
represents the best tool for evidence based
strategic planning and the following
paragraphs highlight the key trends from
2008/09.

For 2008/09, CHAIN evidences:

• 2,172 verified rough sleepers were contacted
by services in Westminster in 2008/09. This
is an increase from 1914 in 2007/08.

• Of these 2,172, 1,611 had a bedded down
street contact in the year and so were known
to have slept rough in Westminster in
2008/09. This is an increase from 1506 in
2007/08.

• 826 people rough sleeping were ‘flow’ (new
to the streets). This means they had not
previously been contacted by any of the BBS
teams that report to CHAIN and were verified
as rough sleepers during 2008/09.

• 615 of the verified group (1,611) were only
seen rough sleeping once in 2008/09 and
1,235 (77%) were seen 3 times or less.

• Outreach and BBS teams succeeded in
reconnecting or booking into
accommodation 619 people, 28% of the
2,172 people contacted during the year (this
figure significantly underestimates the
number of reconnection actions undertaken,
as the old CHAIN database did not record
this adequately)

• 526 people had a total of 776 booking in
actions. This indicates that individuals can be
booked into accommodation (the same type
or different) more than once in a year.

• 389 positive move-ons were achieved in
2008/09.

Within the wider picture of ‘flow’ and
transients, there is smaller, more static
priority cohort of circa 300 per annum
consistently on the street (though not always
in Westminster). Within this figure there are
two key priority groups:

1) rough sleepers refusing all offers of services
(circa 150), and;
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2) ‘revolving door’ clients referred to as
’returners’, moving in and out of services or
prison and back onto the streets (circa 35).

While successes are being achieved, the
priorities and action plans in this strategy set
out further initiatives to help these groups off
the street and move toward delivering the
reduction in rough sleepers to as near zero
as possible.

CHAIN also documents the support needs
and institutional histories of rough sleepers
(excluding ‘not known’ data). In 2008/09:

• 47% had alcohol support needs, 36% had
drug support needs and 42% had mental
health needs.

• 33% had previously been in prison, 11% had
previously been in care, and 5% had
previously been in the armed forces.

The demographic profile has consistently
shown:

• 87% of rough sleepers found in Westminster
are male

• Approximately 50% of rough sleepers met in
Westminster are white British

• Less than 1% of rough sleepers met in
Westminster are under the age of 18.

We are faced with a number of uncertainties
in meeting our rough sleeping objectives.
National immigration policies in particular
have an impact on rough sleeping. The
continued expansion of Europe since 2004
has had an immediate and dramatic impact
on rough sleeping and Priority 7 discusses
these issues.

Resources

Meeting the objectives of our strategy is
made possible by rigorous business planning
processes that ensure we make the best and
most effective use of available resources.
This strategy will help us to coordinate
resources from key partners in the voluntary
and statutory sector so that we can deliver
an integrated corporate response from NHS
Westminster, the Metropolitan Police and the
City of Westminster.

The majority of the activities outlined in this
strategy are supported by grant funding from
the Department of Communities and Local
Government (CLG), with some specific
Home Office funding. This funding is critical
to the services provided and recognises the
fact that provision for rough sleeping services
in Westminster has to respond to national
issues, and the impact of international
migration.
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Priority 1:
Reduction: Deliver and sustain a reduction in
the number of rough sleepers to below 100
and as close to zero as possible by 2012.

Priority 2:
Enforcement: Secure a reduction in street
activity and protect residents, visitors and the
business community from unacceptable anti-
social street behaviour associated with rough
sleeping.

Priority 3:
Commissioning: Commission dedicated multi
agency services that meet the needs of
rough sleepers and rapidly assist individuals
off the streets.

Priority 4:
Opportunities: Address worklessness and
increasing opportunities that will enable and
promote individuals to sustain a lifestyle off
the streets

PART TWO: OUR EIGHT PRIORITIES AND ACTION PLANS

Priority 5:
Soup Runs: Reduce over provision and seek
alternatives to free food on the streets.

Priority 6:
Health: Integrate the Drug and Alcohol Action
Team (DAAT) and NHS Westminster
strategies to tackle inequalities and to
protect and serve socially excluded service
users.

Priority 7:
Economic migration: Highlight and find
integrated solutions to issues surrounding
economic migration and others with no
recourse to public funds.

Priority 8:
Service user involvement: Strengthen service
user involvement across all services to
enhance the potential to identify creative
solutions to complex problems and enhance
opportunities that prevent entrenchment.

PART TWO:

Our eight
priorities and
action plans

These priorities have been
identified following needs-
led analysis and wide
consultation.
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PRIORITY 1

Reduction

Deliver and sustain a
reduction in the number of
rough sleepers to below
100, and as close to 0 as
possible by 2012.

Why is this a priority?

• Westminster City Council, NHS Westminster
the Metroplitan Police and our other partners
are supporting the London Mayor’s challenge
to end rough sleeping by 2012. The City
Council has committed to secure as near to
a zero count as can be achieved and to
sustain the reduction.

• Westminster experiences a very high level of
‘flow’ i.e. people who are new to rough
sleeping and new to Westminster. In
2008/09 there 826 new arrivals seen
sleeping rough.

• In total 2172 rough sleepers were met in
Westminster in 2008/09. A significant
minority of this group are core-rough
sleepers who are entrenched in the street
lifestyle and very difficult to engage with.

• Rough sleeping has serious consequences
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for the health and well being of individuals
who may be rapidly drawn into criminal
activity. Rough sleeping reduces life
expectancy to 42 years.

• Begging, street drinking, litter, noise and
other anti social street activity associated
with rough sleepers, causes alarm and
distress to residents, visitors and the
business community.

Our objectives

• Implement all aspects of the Westminster
Rough Sleeping Strategy 2010-13 and
ensure that a comprehensive and proactive
approach is taken in order to sustain street
count levels at less than 100 and reduce
these levels to as close to zero as possible
by 2012.

• Implement a rigorous and proactive
reconnections protocol facilitating individuals
to return to their local areas and re-establish
meaningful links with their families,
communities and local services.

• Prioritise entrenched rough sleepers using
The Westminster 150 list (W150) as a tool to
target long term rough sleepers in the
borough, ensuring there is a balance
between enforcement and social care.

• Work in partnership with other agencies,
including external providers and other
London boroughs, to promote a consistent
message that neither rough sleeping nor
associated anti-social street activity will be
tolerated in London.

• Highlight the pull factor of third sector
organisations who operate in Westminster
but outside of the BBS model, and help to
sustain people’s lifestyle on the streets.

• Find solutions for the increasing number of
individuals whose immigration status means

that they have no recourse to public funds
and are sleeping on the streets.

The Mayor of London’s Challenge

The Mayor of London has set a challenge to
reduce rough sleeping to as close to zero as
possible by 2012. By 1st of April 2012 we
are aiming to have helped all entrenched
rough sleepers off the streets and into
accommodation. There will still be people
who come onto the streets for a variety of
reasons, but we aim to ensure that
everybody in this position is offered
assistance and a route off the street within
48 hours. By 2012 we aim to ensure that
there will be nobody using the streets as a
place to live for periods of months or years.

A zero count will demand an end to
entrenched rough sleeping, drastically
reducing ‘revolving door’ clients and
reducing flow from around 800 per year to
less than 100.

Flow

There are barriers to success - not least the
high level of ‘flow’ (people new to rough
sleeping) in Westminster. Last year in
Westminster 826 people arrived new to the
streets and no other Local Authority in the
country faces such a huge ‘flow’.

Our policy of rapid 48 hour assessment and
emphasis on reconnection means that most
individuals will not remain for more than one
night and the majority will be returned swiftly
to their home area. This is essential work
because the longer an individual spends on
the streets the more likely they are to become
‘entrenched’.

Managing flow is not straightforward, as
those who make up this group come from
across the UK and around the world. Some
have been discharged from short prison
sentences directly onto the streets. Others
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may have complex trauma that has led them
to leave their own family and community for
the streets of central London. For those with
primary care needs we must ensure
immediate health needs are met and ensure
that services support a rapid return and re-
integration in their home area. In order to
ensure that life on the streets is not a viable
choice for anyone it is important that our
services emphasise that life on the streets
damages health, and offer realistic and
achievable alternatives.

We recognise that some people come to
Westminster having been engaged with other
services across London and the UK that have
not effectively met their needs. More effort is
required from local authorities outside of
central London to prevent members of their
communities drifting into a rough sleeping
lifestyle and having to leave their home area
to seek appropriate services.

We also need to ensure that services in
central London do not attract clients from
elsewhere, and prevent ‘service shopping’
(people repeatedly accessing different
services seeking preferable options e.g. of
accommodation). Whilst we recognise the
capabilities and excellence of our hostel
accommodation in Westminster this provision
is only the first step away from the streets.

Lucy left prison in February and went into a
dry hostel in Wandsworth. After relapsing on
crack cocaine and heroin she was discharged
and became street homeless.

Lucy moved into Westminster as she had
made friends with other drug users in the
area. Due to the cold weather and her
vulnerability Lucy started to bed down in
people’s rooms in a hostel, her behaviour was
very chaotic due to her illicit drug taking and
no fixed accommodation. However female
members of staff started to engage with her

and built up a picture of her housing history
and substance misuse.

Lucy really wanted to move back to
Redbridge the area that she grew up in but
services there were hesitant to help her as
she was not engaged in any treatment around
her substance use. After liaising with The
Passage day centre we made an
appointment for Lucy to meet with a housing
advisor and she was referred to a
reconnection bed.

When Lucy was booked into the hostel she
asked for support to engage with the doctor
to get a methadone script. She attended the
women’s group regularly, whilst in prison she
had completed an NVQ in health and beauty
and she taught all the women how to do
manicures and massage. Lucy also got
involved in organising the clothing cupboard
in the hostel and made sure that residents in
need of clothing were prioritised. She
frequently used the computer room and
started to become more confident in using
the internet which was very alien to her when
she first came to the hostel. Furthermore, she
took part in a personal development and
customer training course run through Look
Ahead and became a representative for the
women in the hostel.

Once Lucy had become stable on her
Methadone script and was engaging well with
a relapse prevention programme a referral
was sent to Redbridge Council. The council
was very pleased with the progress that she
had made and offered her an assessment
and was accepted for their housing list.

Lucy had to wait four months after being
accepted but eventually she was successfully
reconnected back to Redbridge and a
support network has been established for her.
She feels confident in this positive move on
and has maintained her connection.

(Names have been changed throughout.)

Case Study: Reconnection
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Returners

‘Returners’ are habitual rough sleepers who
may disappear for long periods but
periodically return to sleep in Westminster.
Some may wander across London and the
UK, others may have specific connections in
other areas that repeatedly breakdown,
precipitating their return to Westminster.
Revolving door clients are those that go into
services and fall out again. There are also
individuals that have a lifestyle moving on
and off the streets with prison being the
intervening variable. This is often the result of
consistent, low level, acquisitive crime
undertaken to sustain a drug addiction.

These identified groups only cover broad
categories and there are many individuals
that fall outside of these groups. But
whatever issues an individual may face,
bricks and mortar alone are very unlikely to
offer a sustainable route away from the
streets. In order to achieve long term
solutions it is necessary to identify an
individual’s rough sleeping pattern,
understand the issues that have undermined
their previous efforts, and then tailor a
response to break the cycle.

The Westminster 150

The Westminster 150 (W150) is a list of long
term, entrenched, hard to reach rough
sleepers who have refused, or find it difficult,
to engage with services.. By focusing
attention on these individuals and offering a
flexible response to their needs we are aiming
to identify practical routes off the streets that
will meet their individual needs and be both
emotionally and practically acceptable.

The W150 draws on two other pieces of
work. The first of these is the Case
Management System (CMS) introduced in

Tim is a 44 year old long term non-engaging
rough sleeper with a history of abandonment.
Over the past four and a half years he has
been accommodated in hostels on five
separate occasions and in private rented
accommodation, four times. He abandoned
each within weeks due to feelings of paranoia
and persecution stemming from an incident in
the past when he was bullied and falsely
accused of being a paedophile while
accommodated in a hostel in 2005.

Tim did not wish to engage with homelessness
services and had been very reluctant to attend
the day centre. His main reason for failing to
accept or maintain accommodation over the

past 18 months has been his reluctance to
share communal space and refusal to be in a
hostel. In addition, he did not wish to be
accommodated in Westminster though he has
slept rough there continuously during his time
on the street. Tim has a history of depression
with multiple suicide attempts.

The team continued to discuss different
options with Tim. He was persuaded to come
into the day centre for the rough sleepers
group, when the day centre is closed for
appointments only and is quiet. Eventually
after several visits he completed a Clearing
House application.

His application went to the panel and he was
accepted. He continued to engage positively
with his Streetlink Worker and the Passage
House Resettlement Worker who supported
him through the Clearing House process. He
was offered a flat in Enfield which he
accepted. Tim was subsequently seen
bedded down sporadically in the Victoria area
again and with further support from Streetlink,
Resettlement and his Tenancy Support Worker
it was established that he found his flat too
isolated and was finding it difficult to remain
there. A transfer was requested and within a
short period of time Tim was offered a flat in
Hammersmith & Fulham which he has now
accepted.

Case Study: A Long Term Rough Sleeper
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Westminster 2007. The second is the
London Delivery Board’s list of 205 long term
rough sleepers across London, many of
whom were on our CMS list so the two lists
were merged to produce the W150.

Since the creation of the W150 list 66
entrenched rough sleepers have moved off
the streets and into sustainable
accommodation. Case conferences are held
regularly and we continue to make significant
progress with the others, and are committed
to reducing the number of W150 clients
sleeping on the streets to zero by 2012.

Key Targets and Actions

Year 1:

• To reduce the number of rough sleepers to
as close to zero as possible and sustain this
reduction.

• To ensure adequate reporting processes
exist within current framework to monitor
reductions in ‘stock’ and ‘returners’ on the
street.

• Focus on assessment need and promote
innovative practice including Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy (CBT).

• Ensure that W150 clients with Iong term
conditions have a comprehensive health
check.

• Ensure that specialist homeless health care
services are more targeted and accessible to
long term rough sleepers.

• Implement targeted action plans for identified
‘stock’ and ‘returners’ to ensure that these
two specific groups are reduced to zero and
blueprints are established to enable rapid
resolution in future.

• Work with key partners in the third sector,
health and enforcement to ensure that all

Derek (45) has been sleeping rough since
2000. He has accessed accommodation
during this period but had not held onto it for
any length of time (always abandoning). Derek
was identified as a long term rough sleeper
with complex needs under the W150 criteria.

Derek was isolated on the streets, sporadically
using day centres and engaging minimally with
BBS teams. His isolating behaviour and
obsession with physical fitness (he would do
push ups on the street as people walked by)
led him to be referred to the Joint
Homlessness Team (JHT) for Assessment.
JHT advised that Derek might have a
personality disorder caused by a past trauma.

The BBS team began engaging with him
around his love of fitness, discussing with him
he could pursue this more consistently in
accommodation and look to work in this area.
As Derek wandered around Westminster, a
common message was adopted by all BBS
teams

During a Severe Weather Emergency Protocol
(SWEP) period Derek was offered, and
eventually accepted, a SWEP bed at King
George’s hostel.

Initially Derek remained in an emergency bed
and came and went. But as he became more

involved in the programmes within the hostel,
particularly the British Military Fitness
programme, he began to spend more time in
the hostel. Eventually he became a full time
resident.

The King George’s team has begun to work
with Derek around his reasons for
abandonment, looking back at his history and
listening to his concerns. Night workers in
particular are taking the lead as he is usually
awake during the early hours.

Case study: Derek a W150 client
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‘returners’ and potential ‘returners’ have
clear action plans identified and monitored to
minimise their turnaround time

• Employ enforcement options including
ASBO’s where appropriate

• To ensure the consistent application and
delivery of the Westminster assessment
framework to identify needs of all individuals

• To implement a revised cross borough
‘wanderers’ meeting to ensure those that
move across borough boundaries have a
meaningful action plan in place.

• To prevent those new to the streets
graduating toward entrenchment.

• Work with external providers to secure an
integrated response to rough sleeping,
reduce service duplication and prevent
service shopping.

• Lobby to ensure that all London Directors of
Housing accept they have a responsibility to
assist and prevent individuals becoming
street homeless.

• Promote a new guarantee of advice and
assistance for anyone new to rough sleeping
who approaches a local authority housing
options service. Emphasis will be on
providing advice and assistance within
24hours and as appropriate temporary
accommodation within 48hrs whilst a more
thorough assessment of need is undertaken
wherever a person presents.

• Ensure every individual seen rough sleeping
is given a documented offer of assistance
within 48hrs.

Year 2

• To continue to reduce numbers rough
sleeping across Westminster and explore
innovative ways of using resources to realise
this.

• To review progress and ensure there are no
gaps in provision that might be contributing
to long term rough sleepers remaining on the
streets.

• To continue to ensure all returners are being
prioritised to ensure none become longer
term entrenched rough sleepers.

• To coordinate cross-London progress
against the zero target to ensure there is a
joined up response.

• Continue to employ enforcement measures
as appropriate

Year 3

• To work closely with providers in
Westminster to ensure the service response
in Westminster is relevant to those
presenting on the streets.

• Begin the process of evaluating progress in
order to refresh the 2013-16 Westminster
Rough Sleeping Strategy.
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PRIORITY 2

Enforcement

Protecting the community
from anti-social behaviour
associated with rough
sleepers, including begging,
litter, noise and urination.

Why is this a priority?

• Tackling crime and anti social behaviour is
the highest priority set for the Council by the
City Survey.

• Much of our rough sleeping provision is
located in business or residential areas. The
behaviour of some individuals undermines
the acceptance, in the community, of the
worth of service provision for rough sleepers.

• Although not all begging is carried out by
rough sleepers, begging is often associated
with rough sleeping and as much as 90% of
begging that does take place funds
substance misuse.

• With the high numbers of new rough
sleepers onto the streets of Westminster it is
important that anti social or destructive
behaviour is not accepted as the norm and is
dealt with swiftly and appropriately.
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• Historically, rough sleeping ‘hotspots’ such
as the Strand or Westminster Cathedral
Piazza and its surrounding environs, have
needed to be constantly monitored in order
to prevent large gatherings that intimidate
other street users.

• Rough sleepers are also vulnerable. They are
more likely to be victims of crime than
perpetrators and the police aim to work with
all citizens, including rough sleepers, to make
London a safer place.

• Rough sleepers new to the streets can be
drawn into criminal activity such as begging,
prostitution or drug misuse.

Our Objectives

• Engage and work with colleagues across
London, including the Metropolitan Police
and other enforcement agencies, to tackle
crime and anti social behaviour associated
with rough sleeping.

• Reduce anti social behaviour including
intimidating behaviour, begging, street
drinking and drug activity.

• Ensure the balance between social care and
enforcement is consistent with the
expectations of all our stakeholders.

• Work with colleagues to ‘design-out’ areas
used for anti social behaviour.

• Work with colleagues from the Street
Management team to ensure systems are in
place so that rough sleeping detritus is
cleaned up swiftly.

• Continue to work jointly with the Drug
Intervention Programme to get rough
sleepers away from crime and into treatment.

• Work to create strong partnerships between
different enforcement agencies to provide a
seamless, responsive service for residents.

• Seek the support of the UKBA to deal swiftly
with those with no recourse to public funds
engaged in persistent low level crime and
anti social behaviour.

• To target those who are not vulnerable but
refuse all offers of assistance and use all
available enforcement options against them.

• SSHU and SNT’s to assertively reinforce the
‘one service offer’ message.

• Promote fixed penalty notices for enduring
low level anti-social behaviour.

• Targeted operations to tackle cross border
drug and alcohol related activity.

• Regular meetings with community groups in
order to understand the issues that are of
most concern to residents and businesses.

Current provision

Safer Streets Homeless Unit (SSHU) – a
dedicated police team for rough sleepers
and associated street activity. The team
consists of an Inspector, 2 Sergeants, 10
PCs and 6 PCSO’s. They play a vital role in
addressing anti social behaviour carried out
by those on the streets. Their help in
management of hotspots has been a crucial
factor in reducing the number of hotspots
and, consequently, encouraging many of the
most entrenched rough sleepers to access
help and accommodation.

Two officers have been recruited to the
SSHU to work in partnership with the UKBA
to deal more effectively with foreign nationals
without recourse to public funds.

HARRT - the HARRT Criminal Justice Team
are the specialist team providing a support
service for rough sleepers with a significant
history of offending, including candidates for
Anti Social Behaviour Orders. This team visit
individuals in prisons to plan for their release
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and ensure that they do not return to a street
based lifestyle.

Street Population Team – This team is
responsible for addressing the anti social
behaviour of individuals who may be housed
but who continue to engage in street activity.
The work of this team complements the
work of the SSHU.

Inter-departmental co-operation and
joined up response – The Rough Sleeping
Unit co-operate closely with SSHU, linking
them into Civic Watch and working with
WCC community protection and street
based services.

Building Based Services also liaise closely
with SSHU and WCC street based services to
ensure that all information is captured and any
enforcement action taken is appropriate and
consistent. Anti-social behaviour issues can
cut across the remit of a number of agencies
(SNT’s, British Transport Police, Transport for
London etc). SSHU will proactively seek to
create and publicise arrangements that aim to
provide residents with an accessible, seamless
service with clarity on who to contact.

Designing-out – We continue to promote
the ‘designing-out’ of areas (with the
assistance of other departments and external
agencies). Several innovative solutions have
been found which have contributed greatly to
the management of some hotspot areas and
reduction in anti social behaviour, including
clearing of vegetation, sealing of
underpasses and gating of cul-de-sacs.

Legislation to address ASB - Section 27 of
The Violent Crime Reduction Act gives
uniformed officers the power to move
individuals, who they believe may cause
alcohol related crime or disorder, from a
designated area for up to 48 hours.

Controlled drinking zones – these zones
cover the vast majority of Westminster and

“de-canning operations” by both SSHU and
SNT’s are frequently undertaken.

Group Dispersal Zones (GDZ) are a tactic
regularly used in Westminster, GDZs give
police the power to disperse groups of two
or more people from an area for 24 hours if
the attending officer believes there to have
been, or there to be a likelihood of, behaviour
that may cause a reasonable person
harassment, alarm or distress.

Strategic developments

• Officers from the SSHU have amended their
shifts to enable them to work more closely
with outreach workers. This has allowed a
much greater understanding of each others
roles and has improved joint working.

• Cross-border working – many persistent
beggars and individuals who commit
prolonged anti social behaviour move between
areas and boroughs. Information sharing and
joint tasking procedures are now in place.

• Begging Operations - pre-planned begging
operations have been organised with other
non-police agencies. This allows individuals
who have been arrested to address any
engagement issues such as health problems
or drug addiction.

• Each member of the SSHU has responsibility
for a particular Westminster Ward, allowing
each officer to build up an excellent
knowledge of individuals and problems within
the ward for which they are responsible. SNT
officers attend meetings, allowing for a co-
ordinated response.

• ‘Pre-summer Street Activity Response Plans’
are being developed to ensure there is an
adequate and appropriate response to
antisocial activity, which tends to peak in
warm months.

• GDZ Policing Operations - Targeting of
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individuals and specific areas within
Westminster, to disperse individuals where
street drinking and or anti-social behaviour is
likely to be taking place.

• We hold monthly, multi-agency, anti-social
behaviour meetings to discuss rough
sleepers or hostel residents whose behaviour
is of concern. Action plans are drawn up.
This feeds into the work of HARRT as well as
cross border work and the Anti Social
Behaviour Action Group.

• Acceptable Behaviour Agreements (ABA) – a
worker from the HARRT team is responsible
for work on anti social behaviour carried out
by hostel residents and rough sleepers. They
co-ordinate ABAs and liaise with the relevant
agencies where ASBOs are deemed more
suitable.

• Westminster Street Standard – Westminster
is working to develop a standard setting out
the expected state of our streets. This is to
establish a consistent set of expectations
around cleanliness, safety and orderliness.

A (23) came to London from Scotland in
2007. A heavy drinker diagnosed with
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD), he soon came to the attention of the
police for his behaviour. He was regularly
arrested for public order offences and
involved in violent incidents.

A was referred to the Westminster Street
Population Team (SPT), who collected
evidence and an ASBO was successfully
obtained in May 2009. This prevented him
from drinking alcohol in the borough and
from entering the Victoria area, where the
majority of the incidents had taken place.
During this process the team worked

together with the local day centre’s outreach
team to link A to appropriate housing and
alcohol services. The team maintained
regular contact with Westminster’s Anti-
social Behaviour team and kept A informed
of what action was being taken and how this
would affect him.

After the ASBO was issued the SPT
remained in contact with A, supporting him
into accommodation out of the borough.
Initially there were a lot of problems around A
breaching his ASBO and also causing
problems in Soho and Camden. He appealed
against his ASBO and in November 2009 he
went to court where the Order was upheld
but also extended to include Soho.

It took a long time for A to adjust to life in his
current hostel. He has been issued with a
number of ‘Notices to Quit’ due to his
behaviour. The SPT have continued to
support him and work with the hostel to
address his needs and modify his behaviour.

In recent months there has been a significant
change in A’s attitudes and behaviour. He
has signed an Anti Social Behaviour
Agreement (ABA) and if he sticks to this will
be referred to Clearing House. He has
reduced his drinking and his doctor has
referred him to the ADHD clinic at the
Maudsley Hospital.

The combined enforcement and care
approach has provided a structure and
framework to allow A to address his needs.
This may not have happened had an ASBO
not been issued.

Case study: Working with ASB
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Key targets and actions

Year 1, 2 & 3:

• To secure future funding of the HARRT and
Street Population teams and undertake a
review of these services to ensure their work
is effectively aligned.

• To build on the work of hostels and
daycentres in developing Good
Neighbourhood Policies by holding a best
practice event.

• To ensure each SNT in Westminster is
effectively equipped with a template that
ensures a consistent response to rough
sleeping individuals or associated problems
in their area.

• To undertake an inaugural ‘Pre-summer
Street Activity Response Planning’ event to
ensure there is an adequate and appropriate
response to antisocial activity.

• To commission two police constables to
work with the UKBA and focus exclusively on
foreign nationals, including economic
migrants, who have no recourse to public
funds and who engage in criminal or ASB.

• To work with the UKBA to seek deliveries of
administrative removal letters and seek the
repatriation of persistent offenders who also
refuse all offers of assistance.

• To promote zero tolerance of street drinking
through a coordinated response.

• To ensure hostels and BBS are supported by
the SSHU and SNTs, and surrounding
communities are not exposed to anti social
behaviour.
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PRIORITY 3

Commissioning

Commission dedicated multi
agency services that meet
the needs of rough sleepers
and rapidly assist individuals
off the streets

Why is this a priority?

• 2,172 rough sleepers were met in
Westminster in 2008/09 . The borough has
the highest concentration of rough sleeping
in England and Wales.

• Rough sleeping reduces life expectancy to
42 years. Helping people off the street and
into services is an important step in helping
them to address their health needs and deal
with any other problems that they may have.

• Effective services reduce the impact of rough
sleeping on residents, businesses and
visitors to Westminster.

Our objectives

• To provide integrated services that offer clear
pathways off the street.
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• To maintain a model of rapid, needs led
assessment, advice and support planning
that prevents rough sleeping.

• To provide services indoors to encourage
people off the street.

• To create dedicated time and space indoors
for priority groups of rough sleepers (women,
older, long term rough sleepers etc).

• To target and gatekeep resources for rough
sleepers on the basis of vulnerability and
need.

• To use evidence to inform commissioning of
services for rough sleepers.

• To prevent rough sleeping and ‘hotspots’.

Background

Since 2005 Connection at St Martins, the
Passage and St Mungo’s have provided the
core Building Based Services (BBS) for rough
sleepers, and via West London Mission
HARRT provide a dedicated specialist
service for rough sleeping offenders.

The BBS undertake needs-led assessments
and casework and achieve a range of
outcomes for rough sleepers including
reconnections, links into specialist services
(e.g. mental health, substance misuse etc)
and referrals into accommodation both inside
and outside of Westminster.

The move to BBS provision involved a shift
away from providing services to rough
sleepers on the street, instead providing
services in buildings (such as day centres
and night centres) where rapid and assertive
needs led assessment and support planning
takes place. Within the model, there remains
a level of street work, verification and
targeting of rough sleepers to access
services indoors.

Since November 2007 there have been less
than 100 rough sleepers at every official
street count (excluding accession state
nationals). This consistent achievement
demonstrates the success of the Building
Based model and we propose to continue
commissioning Building Based Services for
rough sleepers.

As early as 2006 it was suggested that a
‘one service approach’ would be helpful,
especially for clients refusing to engage. The
council is now developing this approach with
the Westminster 150 who are being given
‘one service offers’. The offers are developed
in liaison with colleagues and where
necessary case conferences are used to
ensure that individuals receive a consistent
message from all services. We will be
building on this work with long term
entrenched to ensure that all rough sleepers
are given a one service offer. During the
course of this strategy we will work with
commissioned services to ensure that
everyone new to the streets is given an offer
within 48 hours of being met and that the
offer is reiterated in all services in
Westminster. This ‘One Service Offer’ will be
critical in reducing numbers of people staying
on the street by ensuring that all relevant
services speak with one voice. A central
component to this will be ensuring all
services are also using consistent
assessment and engagement tools and that
these are shared appropriately.

Day centres

Westminster’s three day centres are a vital
point of entry for rough sleepers, facilitating
access to a range of external services and
providing specific services themselves,
including:

- cheap nutritious meals, showers,
laundry and clothes.

- health care (GP, nurses, podiatry,
dentistry, alternative therapies), through
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Westminster PCT services
- mental health services,
- substance misuse advice and referral

onto appropriate services,
- benefits and housing advice,
- education, training and employment

services,
- a range of targeted group sessions.

The day centres help to prevent rough
sleeping by providing crisis intervention
advice to people who have ended up in
central London. They enable the socially
excluded to access mainstream services
(e.g. primary health care and Job Centre Plus
services).

Day centres’ ability to ensure high quality
services are compromised by high volumes
of service users. These services need to
guard against the ‘magnet effect’ attracting
people to the area from areas where such
facilities do not exist. Westminster Council is
working with Broadway and CLG to analyse
flow onto the streets better and identify what
other steps can be taken to stem this flow.

Since 2007 all three day centres have
reviewed and adjusted their point of access
arrangements and criteria to ensure their
resources are targeted at their key client
group. They have also developed protocols
and exclusion polices to address anti-social
behaviour undertaken by rough sleepers in
their locality. In addition to regular
performance monitoring,, the Rough
Sleeping Unit undertook a Quality
Assessment Framework assessment (QAF)
with all day centre providers over 2008/9.
The QAF is a framework usually applied to
Supporting People funded accommodation
services and it is not a requirement for day
centres. However, the process was accepted
as a demonstration of good practice.

Hostels

There are 15 commissioned hostel providers
in Westminster providing circa 1,200 places
for rough sleepers. Many are directly
commissioned by Westminster City Council
to accommodate referrals from BBS. Hostels
provide specialist accommodation for young
people, females, couples and sheltered
accommodation for older people. They also
provide accommodation for the abstinent,
and those with substance misuse and
mental health issues. Several hostels accept
dogs.

Some of the more recent innovations
introduced in Westminster’s hostels include:

Free At Point of Entry (FOPE) – FOPE beds
are a key initiative funded by the CLG. These
beds are available for rough sleepers who
need a bed quickly in order to prevent them
from becoming entrenched on the streets.

Stimulant Beds - the Clean Break Audit of
2008 identified that there was no clear route
off the streets for people who misuse
stimulants. King George’s Hostel has
introduced dedicated services for these
clients and provides specialist advice and
assistance for individuals seeking medical
help for their addiction.

Community Alcohol Service - in September
2009, Central and North West London NHS
Foundation Trust and Foundation 66
launched a Community Alcohol Service in
Soho. NHS Westminster funds the service,
offering structured treatment, workshops and
health advice for all Westminster residents
with alcohol misuse problems.

Couples –feedback received from rough
sleepers and hostel residents has prompted
the Council to offer more accommodation for
couples. Homelessness puts intense
pressure on relationships, but couples
working together in a positive environment
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“Arthur had been out on the street for over a
year and was always polite to outreach
workers, but consistently refused help. He is
in his 60’s ,dishevelled, and there were real
concerns about his physical health. He
seemed to be refusing services because he
was embarrassed by his appearance and
didn’t want to be taken anywhere where he
would stand out. He was encouraged to use
the day centre out of hours but he declined
and when clothes were offered to him he got
very upset. He felt this was further
emphasising the situation he had got himself
in and he felt worthless, at one point
suggesting he would be better off throwing
himself into the Thames.

He was well known to the SSHU (Safer
Street Homeless Unit – Police) as well as the
City Guardians and after several case
conferences it was decided that we would try
and offer him a specialist hostel that he’d
been to in the past. Normally this hostel
could not be directly accessed but as Arthur
is a high profile client he was prioritised and
accepted. .

The idea was presented to Arthur and he
agreed. We then spent a couple of weeks
trying to track him down as although he
agreed he seemed to be avoiding us when
we arranged assessments. The hostel were
flexible, and with the help of many external
agencies we finally got Arthur to his
assessment and booked in the same day. He
has been there about 2 months now and is
doing really well; he is unrecognisable from
his days on the street.”

Case Study: Arthur’s story can offer each other support,
encouragement and motivation.

Older women - The Alcove project is
designed to provide for a small group of
older women who are entrenched rough
sleepers. The facility is very low threshold
and is exclusively maintained for specific
women who have been living on the streets
of London for a number of years.

Key Targets and Actions

Year 1:

• Re-let the Building Based Services contracts
and ensure that service providers:
- undertake an immediate needs led

assessment to swiftly help rough sleepers
off the streets

- maintain a consistent level of service
- do not duplicate work being carried out by

other services
- prevent service shopping
- assess literacy skills at the point of entry

and offer support if needed
- identify and make appropriate referrals for

anyone who appears to have learning
difficulties by embedding screening
questions into the assessment process

- continue to implement improvements and
innovations

- ensure timely and appropriate exit
strategies are in place for all service users
and that these have been agreed at time
of entry

- tackle and prevent the formation of rough
sleeping ‘hotspots’

- are making best use of current information
technology to educate any work that is
taking place on the streets

• Introduce the concept of a ‘one service’ offer.

• Review hostel provision on an ongoing basis,
with the aim of streamlining services where
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possible to ensure they reflect the needs on
the street.

• Commission a Worklessness and
Opportunities Project Manager to expand
options and prevent the ‘revolving door’
effect (see Priority 4)

• Undertake a review of the specialist outreach
services commissioned by the Council to
tackle anti-social rough sleepers.

• Audit the effectiveness of exit strategies.

• Identify and problem-solve any impediments
to preventing the reduction of rough
sleepers, including tackling flow.

• Conduct an annual equalities analysis using
CHAIN data to ensure no discrimination
exists within services

Year 2/3

• Implement the findings of the review of the
specialist outreach services for anti-social
rough sleepers.

• Expand and measure impact of ‘one service
offer’, ensuring that effective procedures are
in place so that WCC Street Based Services
have access to information about the ‘one
service offer’ that has been made to specific
individuals.

• All hostels and BBS providers to commit to a
minimum of one community based forum per
annum to which local residents and business
will be invited.

• Review & refresh Good Neighbourhood
Policies.

• Conduct annual equalities analysis using
CHAIN data to ensure no discrimination
exists within services
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PRIORITY 4

Opportunities

Addressing Worklessness
and Increasing
Opportunities

Why is this a priority?

• Education, training, voluntary work and
employment all provide opportunities for
individuals to improve their sense of self-
worth and move towards a sustainable and
productive life away from the streets.

• Rough sleepers are often difficult to reach
and may lack the motivation and confidence
to take on new opportunities.

• Some rough sleepers who do secure jobs or
training opportunities continue to face
obstacles and end up back on the streets.
Sometimes this is linked to a lack of literacy
skills and/or mild learning difficulties that
have gone undetected.

Our objectives

• To tackle issues of social exclusion.
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• To work with our partners and promote
opportunities for the hardest to reach by
supporting and enhancing current initiatives
within the voluntary sector, and promoting and
overseeing innovative projects, ensuring the
right assistance is offered at the right time.

• To explore the issues that hinder rough
sleepers from accessing opportunities that
are there for them, and to provide solutions
that will stop them from becoming ‘revolving
door’ clients.

• To enable hostel residents to obtain paid
work whilst retaining their hostel place and
not experience financial disincentives, and to
explore ways of increasing financial inclusion.

• To ensure all service users have their literary
skill assessed and addressed.

• To provide access to workers who have had
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy training to
secure improved self image, change
repetitive behaviour and move away from the
trap of social exclusion.

Activity to date

WCC chairs a Worklessness Steering Group
attended by key representatives from the
sector. Members of the group are involved in
a range of projects, and key achievements to
date include:

• CSTM, the Passage and St Mungo’s provide
ongoing employment, training and education
support for Westminster clients.

• In the autumn of 2009 an audit was carried
out by ‘Vital Regeneration’ of hostels in
Westminster to identify what training and
employment opportunities exist for service
users and identify possible areas for
improvement.

• An Opportunities Fair was held in March
2009 and 15 to 20 organisations came to
promote opportunities to work, train,

volunteer or study. Around 150 people
attended and there was positive feedback
from individuals who were inspired by the
opportunities on offer. We built on the
experience of the first Opportunities Fair with
a second event planned for June 2010 and
we hope to make this an annual occurrence.

• The council contributes to the funding of the
Olallo Project, based in Euston, which helps
rough sleepers with no recourse to public
funds to move away from the streets and
into employment (see Priority 7).

New Strategic Developments

• ‘Opportunities beds’ - a pilot project at King
George’s hostel to help residents ready to
take up meaningful opportunities (education,
employment, training and volunteering) but
who still require the support of the hostel.
The project aims to resolve the inherent
difficulties and then roll out the scheme to
other hostels.

• Westminster Works has provided funding for
a Project Coordinator to promote a range of
training, volunteering, and meaningful
opportunities, including access to paid
employment for rough sleepers and hostel
residents. The Coordinator will work with the
Worklessness Steering Group to provide
access to job and opportunities information.
He or she will also explore the potential for
facilitating pan-Westminster social enterprise
opportunities.

I started experimenting with cannabis,
solvents and LSD at the age of 13 and
progressed to injecting amphetamines and
other drugs by the time I was 16. At 23 I was
physically dependent on heroin and remained
so until I entered rehab for the last time on my
34th birthday in 2003.

Case Study
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Petty crime ,shoplifting, small time dealing and
occasional work on building sites funded my
years of addiction. I came into recovery with a
few low graded GCSEs and poor literacy skills.

I was firstly booked into a six-week primary
treatment centre in Wiltshire where I
completed detox and started dealing with the
issues underlying my substance misuse. This
was done by engaging in 1 to 1 counselling as
well as group psychotherapy and other
interventions. I then moved on to a secondary
treatment centre for a further 6 months where I
continued to gain further tools of recovery and
then on to 3rd stage supported housing.

During my time in 3rd stage I felt I was
unsupported by staff and at times was
shouted at and bullied by my key worker
which would now be considered to be abuse.
This, I now believe, compounded certain
personal issues and led to me holding on to
my negative feelings. I was later evicted for
acting out my anger and frustration with other
residents.

After this I was refused admission to
numerous other housing services because of
my anger issues. I was eventually booked into
a Novas hostel in March 2005 They appeared
to be genuinely non-judgemental and willing to
give me another chance to reflect and move
on. After a time I expressed an interest in
working with other drug users and was
supported by my key worker to access an
introductory course, which I completed.

I then put myself forward for the Novas
“MOVE,” programme, where service users can
gain skills and experience of working in a
hostel environment. After completing the
course and gaining a NVQ level 2 in housing
I was offered a full time position at the.
hostel as a support & development worker.

I was given further training and education and
in February 2009 was offered a job as a
specialist dependency worker within the
scheme. In September 2009 I was nominated
and awarded employee of the year.

When I walked out of Wandsworth Prison
just over three years ago although I’d made
the usual promises to myself that I’d never
go back there I never thought I’d be sitting
here writing this!

My journey started at the Hungerford Project
where I started to actively engage in services
and look to make changes to my life. After a
year or so of various groups, photography,
computers etc & proving to myself that I
could not only stay out of trouble but also
stay clean I started to look at what I wanted
to do with the rest of my life. Eventually ,
after getting involved in various service user
groups, my key worker found a course I may
be interested in as I’d been suggesting I was
interested in becoming a support worker -
the City and Guilds VRQ in Supporting the
Learning Needs of Vulnerable People. I
applied and was offered a place & that’s how
I came to be working at CUC Soho.

Since I’ve been here I’ve received a
tremendous amount of support in all aspects
of my work. There’s always someone to ask
questions of & talk through things that may
come up during the course of any given day.
It’s been a real learning curve being the other
side of the counter & seeing things from a
support workers point of view, there’s always
something new to learn & no day is the
same. I’m glad I came to a ‘frontline’ service
like this as here there are real opportunities
to get involved with supporting the
customers, for e.g I’m about to start work on
helping residents set up a service user group
so they can get more involved in shaping
their service.

To sum up I would say CUC Soho has been
very supportive in helping to develop my
professional competency & look forward to
more of the same.

Case Study
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Key targets and actions

Years 1

• Agree an Action Plan with the Worklessness
Working Party and deliver it.

• Ensure all service users who have any literary
issues or learning difficulties are identified as
part of the BBS and hostel’s assessment
processes and this is sensitively addressed
in support planning.

• Introduce a “better off calculation”.at point of
entry to all services.

• Work with Westminster’s hostels to support
residents making the move into employment
and then into private accommodation.

• Appoint a Project Manager to maintain up to
date information and to coordinate and
promote opportunities across the City of
Westminster.

• Hold an Opportunities Fair in Spring 2010,
and a multi agency conference in 2010 to
promote the needs of those socially
excluded from work

• Produce a newsletter highlighting
opportunities across Westminster.

• Seek funding, including joint funding
opportunities with NHS Westminster, for CBT
training to enable workers to motivate service
users and secure a commitment to change.

Year 2

• Seek renewed funding for Westminster
Worklessness and Opportunities Project for
2011-2012.

• Produce an evaluation of the above with
recommendations for future provision

• Hold an Opportunities Fair in 2011

Year 3

• Take forward and implement
recommendations produced by the evidence
based evaluation
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PRIORITY 5

Soup Runs

Reduce number of soup
runs entering Westminster
particularly from other parts
of London and beyond.
Seek to minimise the level of
street hand outs in
Westminster and promote
targeted support from within
existing buildings.

Why is this a priority?

• In July 2009 the London School of
Economics (LSE) published an independent,
objective study on soup runs in Westminster.
The study confirmed that there is
overprovision, that many soup run users are
not rough sleepers, and recommended
greater collaboration and coordination to
reduce duplication and overprovision

• Excessive soup run activity can help to
maintain a street lifestyle for people unwilling
to come indoors. In some cases soup runs
draw people out of accommodation and
back into street culture.

• Anti Social Behaviour is a problem before,
during and after soup runs, and turns public
areas into no-go areas for many residents.

Our objectives

• Reduce the number of soup runs in
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operation in Westminster, in particular the
over provision in the Victoria, Temple
Gardens and Strand areas.

• Rationalise, integrate and co-ordinate
provision and tie-in volunteers with existing
frameworks of support for rough sleepers.

• To work with Crisis, Housing Justice, the
Greater London Authority and Communities
and Local Government (CLG) to develop and
implement an Action Plan based on the LSE
recommendations.

• Where appropriate, use preventative and
enforcement measures to deal with anti-
social behaviour during soup run visits.

• To treat individuals with dignity and respect
which is not achieved by standing on street
corners to receive a food handout.

Activity to date

For many years the council has been in
discussion with soup run providers aimed at
reducing over provision and coordinating the
provision of services for rough sleepers.
Work has included:

• A commissioned study ‘Soup Runs in
Central London’ undertaken by the London
School of Economics and published in 2009.
This research was funded by the CLG and
jointly commissioned by the City Council and
Crisis to provide an independent and
objective perspective on soup run provision
in the City of Westminster. An Action Plan
has been produced to take forward the
recommendations of the researchers.

• Pioneering work by King George’s Hostel
and other organisations to bring a soup run
providers and users indoors.

• A Group Dispersal Zone (GDZ), that includes
the Cathedral Piazza and surrounding
environs, has been employed by the police

to deal with groups of two or more people
involved in anti social behaviour including,
littering, urination, intimidation of the passing
public, street drinking and noise by those
arriving to use the soup runs.

• Legal powers have been explored and are
constantly under review for targeted areas -
in particular the Cathedral Piazza and
surrounding environs. The employment of
enforcement actions remain under constant
review including the use of ASBO’s,
Acceptable Behaviour Agreements, byelaws,
Group Dispersal Zones and other legislation.

• We will continue to highlight the ludicrous
situation whereby some soup run providers
travel into Westminster to distribute free food
whilst at the same time some individuals also
travel into Westminster from the communities
in which the soup run providers are based to
receive the food and then return.

Key targets and actions

Years 1, 2 and 3:

• Take forward and implement the Joint Action
Plan which includes reducing over provision
in the Strand and Victoria area and promote
alternatives.

• Maintain a dialogue with the Soup Run
Forum group by presenting and debating
alternative forms of productively engaging
and assisting the street homeless other than
through the provision of free food.

• To promote alternative volunteering options
that will utilise the good will of soup run
volunteers to better meet the needs of
service users.

• Increase knowledge of the anti social
aspects of soup run activity that blight
residential areas. Including litter, noise, street
drinking and urination.
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PRIORITY 6

Health
Integrate the Health & Social
Care Strategies to protect
and serve socially excluded
service users.

Why is this a priority?

• Rough sleepers have complex physical and
mental health needs (see p.16).

• Addressing immediate health issues is often
the first step towards a long term solution for
individuals living on the streets.

• Getting someone to take up accommodation
and engage with services greatly improves
their ability to deal with long term health
issues.

Background

Rough sleepers tend toward complex social
and health needs and as a consequence can
experience high levels of social exclusion,
cumulating in a shortened life expectancy.
Westminster City Council, NHS Westminster
and their partner agencies believe that health
inequalities are not acceptable and are
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committed to tackling the causes of these
inequalities and to reducing their impact on
people experiencing inequalities in health.
Our Strategy to Tackle Health Inequalities in
Westminster 2009-2016 sets out our
partnership response..

The challenges to health service provision in
Westminster are high: the sheer volume of
rough-sleepers who are unlikely to stay in the
area, weighted against a smaller group of
longer-term homeless who have complex
substance misuse, physical and mental
health needs. In 2009 we undertook a
specialist needs assessment of rough
sleepers to further develop our
understanding of the needs of the homeless
population in Westminster. In the next three
years we will review health services and
interventions to ensure they are meeting the
needs of our homeless population.

Primary Care

Specialist primary care health services
experience tension – they provide a
temporary solution to the geographical,
structural and attitudinal barriers that newly
homeless people can experience, but those
most in need utilise these resources the
least. Therefore, this strategy sets out to
outline how it can support those to be
supported and cared for in services (either
specialist or mainstream) closer to their
home, and how we can ensure those
resources are then used by those who
require health support most of all.

Accident and Emergency Care

Better links are required with A&E
departments and the London Ambulance
Service. Homeless people are highly likely to
attend A&E, but those that are admitted
often self-discharge, sometimes without
being treated. They may also have ongoing
care needs which are go unaddressed.
Despite some good evidence of links

between discharge officers and local housing
departments, there are few initiatives that link
acute trusts into the wider specialist
homeless health services and the homeless
voluntary sector agencies. Pathways in and
out of hospital need to be reviewed and
more links should be developed between the
acute trust, specialist health services, street
teams and hostels.

Our objectives

• To work assertively, target services and
improve the health of the most entrenched
rough sleepers, including the W150.

• To work assertively and target services at
rough sleepers and service users with the
most serious health problems.

• To increase access to preventative and non-
emergency health care: this includes oral
health initiatives, out-of-hours GP care and
health promotion interventions.

• To improve the integration of ex-homeless
people into society by helping them to
access mainstream GPs.

• To improve the continuity of care and
develop links between acute trusts, A&E
departments, specialist health services, BBS
teams and hostels.

What we have done so far

• We commission three specialist health
services, that provide GP care in two
specialist surgeries, and in-reach primary
care in the big day centres used by rough-
sleepers.

• As homeless people may have high health
needs, we commission and fund other
specialist health services that are easily
accessible; dentistry; podiatry; counselling
and eye care.
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• Provide enhanced care for homeless people
in 16 mainstream GP practices, to ensure
that where possible, supported housing
residents can receive care close to their
home.

Key Targets and Actions

Year 1:

• Increase late night-opening and targeted
street outreach by clinical medical staff
working in partnership with BBS teams.

• Ensure that hostel residents and rough-
sleepers have annual health check, and a
care plan approach is adopted for those with
significant health problems.

Year 1, 2 and 3:

• Review services and interventions to make
sure that they are meeting the needs of our
homeless population.

• Develop a model of transition to support ex-
homeless people and ensure they stop using
specialist services and develop a positive
relationship with mainstream General
Practitioners.

• Support clients in their journey to more
stable housing, by ensuring that healthcare is
part of their move-on support.

• Ensure that the Local Enhanced Service is
reconfigured to include provision to ex-
homeless populations.

• Work with acute trusts to link them into the
wider homelessness sector, ensuring that
pathways in and out of hospital are
improved.

Substance Misuse

Many rough sleepers have problems with
drug addiction, but a long term rough
sleeper is more likely to be a dependent
drinker than an opiate user. Long-term
alcohol dependency has significant negative
consequences for the health of individuals
and concerns about health can motivate
people to change their lifestyle.

Over 2009-10, the treatment system in
Westminster has been re-commissioned,
and the new service will go live on 1st
September 2010. The new services will
overcome the difficulties and obstacles that
were apparent in the old model by clarifying
and simplifying the treatment pathways for
clients. We will achieve this by providing low-
threshold Tier 2 ‘Open Access Drug and
Alcohol treatment Services’ and Tier 3
‘Structured community-based drug
treatment services’. These services will be
complemented by a specific referral service
in the West End to support Soho’s historic
substance misusing population to access
treatment.

The initiatives for Substance Misuse services
are detailed within Westminster’s Drug and
Alcohol Action Team (DAAT) Treatment Plan
2010.

Our objectives

• To increase the number of problematic drug
users in effective treatment.

• To reduce the number of A&E alcohol related
hospital admissions.

• To improve education, training and
employment opportunities for all service
users along the drug and alcohol treatment
pathway.
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Key Targets and Actions

Year 1:

• Implement the newly commissioned
integrated drug and alcohol treatment model
for the city.

• Ensure appropriate provision for hazardous,
harmful and dependent drinkers’ forms part
of the new treatment plan.

• Improve the health outcomes from
continuing use drinkers, and those not
currently interested in structured alcohol
treatment.

• Review hospital liaison and discharge, and
where possible employ IT solutions to
improve continuity of care for this group.

• Initiate work to understand prescribing
options for homeless people in Westminster
to ensure optimal levels of prescribing as well
as alternatives to methadone prescribing.

• Continue the upward trend in BBV screening,
vaccination and treatment rates and develop
information sharing protocols around this
between drug and alcohol, primary care and
supported housing providers.

• Improve the oral health of the homeless and
drug-using population.

• Ensure that the provision of smoking
cessation interventions is embedded in the
new drug and alcohol treatment plan devised
by the DAAT.

• Work with the Drug Intervention Programme
(Police, Probation, DAAT) and prison health
and substance misuse service to increase
the health and housing outcome substance
mis-users involved in the criminal justice
systems

Mental Health

The New Horizons Mental health strategy
forms the framework for mental health
commissioning, and has a greater focus on
well-being

Our objectives:

• That mental health services work closely with
statutory and third sector homelessness
agencies to develop awareness of mental
health pathways, and provide a consistent
and comprehensive service including referral
and access points into mental health
services.

• To ensure that mental health services are
skilled in delivering care to this complex
group.

• Research the care pathways for foreign
nationals and link with their home embassies.

• Review the needs of people who require
primary care mental health services and
‘Improve Access to Psychological Therapies’
(IAPT).

• Extending the range of dual diagnosis
services so that they are accessible to
people who are homeless.

What we have done so far

• We continue to have a Joint Homelessness
Team (JHT) who work with rough sleepers
with severe mental illness to ensure their
mental health and housing needs are
assessed and packages of care delivered.

• We provide a walk in psychiatric assessment
service at Great Chapel Street Medical
Centre so that people can be immediately
assessed.
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Key Targets and Actions

Year 1:

• Ensure that counselling services are available
for people who meet the criteria and who do
not need access to secondary care services.

• Ensure that homeless people also have
access to the existing range of well being
services that we will establish over the next
period.

• Identify effective routes into relevant services
for those with dual diagnosis.

Year 2:

Review the needs of people who require
primary care mental health services and
‘Improve Access to Psychological Therapies’
(IAPT).

Tommy is 60 years old and has been sleeping
rough practically his whole life - since the age
of 12. He has a history of heavy drinking and
mental health problems. After a lifetime on the
streets, Tommy found it difficult to tolerate
others - he was extremely reluctant to engage
with Neil and the outreach team and we also
suspected mental health problems.

Neil continued to visit Tommy on the streets
for some time, trying to persuade him to come
in to our day centre – just to use the café or
showers or talk to a Worker. The turning point
came this year when Tommy broke his hip.
After being admitted to hospital, he finally
gave in and allowed us to help him.

Tommy’s drinking was a real problem, and
was bringing on psychotic episodes. Neil
referred him to a detox programme in Surrey
earlier this year – a huge step for a 60-year old
man with a history of entrenched rough
sleeping. He is pushing ahead with treatment
and making really good progress – we are
extremely proud of him.

Case study: Tommy’s story
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PRIORITY 7

Economic
Migration

Highlight and find integrated
solutions to issues
surrounding economic
migrants and others with no
recourse to public funds.

Why is this a priority?

• Since 2007 street counts have shown a
progressive increase in European accession
state nationals (A8s and A2s) on
Westminster’s streets.

• Most rough sleepers from European
accession states are economic migrants who
move off the street within a day or two;
however there is a significantly increasing
group that have become entrenched rough
sleepers.

• Government restrictions on the ability of
accession state nationals to qualify for state
benefits and treatment, mean that this group
are not able to access the services that other
rough sleepers have available to them.

• Foreign nationals represent 25% of the case
load of the mental health team for rough
sleepers and this percentage is increasing.

• Westminster suffers disproportionately from
the financial burden of rough sleepers with
significant support needs but no recourse to
public funds.
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Our objectives

• To pursue lobbying and policies that will
contribute to a reduction in rough sleeping
amongst all foreign nationals without
recourse to public funds.

• To secure funds for specialist projects, fund
reconnections and prepare in the event that
accession state nationals become entitled to
assistance.

• Promote the appropriate use of powers held
by the UKBA to repatriate using
Administrative Orders and deportations as
appropriate.

Case Study: SSHU and UKBA
Partnership Working

In October 2009, as part of an initiative
between Police and UKBA, a foreign national
rough sleeper was identified as a target for
enforcement action.

Police enquiries revealed that the individual
had arrived in the UK nine years ago and had
claimed asylum. Asylum status was
ultimately refused ending all possibility that
he would be able to stay in the UK legally. He
therefore had no recourse to public funds.

He has spent much of the last nine years
sleeping rough or staying in temporary
accommodation with friends. He has various
previous convictions for a range of offences
including theft, fraud and handling stolen
goods. Most recently he set up ‘home’ in
Kingsgate Parade where he made a type of
shack on top of iron grids covering a
stairway.

Further police enquiries with the UKBA
revealed that the individual was subject to
removal from this country. On 7th October
2009 police officers from the Safer Streets
Homeless Unit attended Kingsgate Parade
with officers from the UKBA. The individual

was arrested for immigration offences, taken
to Belgravia Police Station prior to further
detention at a detention centre in
Manchester awaiting deportation.

Background

The presence of international rail and coach
termini and Westminster’s location in the
heart of London means that it is the natural
point of arrival for large numbers of foreign
nationals. A small percentage of these who
are unable to find employment on arrival end
up sleeping rough on Westminster streets.
Some of those currently on the streets of
Westminster were rough sleeping in their
country of origin.

In 2008/9 15% of rough sleepers in
Westminster had no recourse to public funds
and this figure is increasing. This includes
rough sleepers who have exhausted the
immigration process but not been deported,
visa overstayers, those who did not formally
enter the country, and those without official
identification.

We continue to work proactively with
immigration services to help establish status,
and also have worked with the International
Organisation for Migration, who are able to
help with repatriation costs where
appropriate.

European Accession State
Nationals

Individuals from ten European accession
states (A8s and A2s) who cannot fund their
own accommodation do not normally have
recourse to public funds. This means that
they cannot access hostels or other services
for rough sleepers. However treatment for
primary health care and treatment for
communicable disease are provided.

Given that the majority of this group of
people have invariably travelled to Britain to
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seek work. Westminster believes that the
Government, through the Department of
Works and Pensions and specifically Job
Centre Plus, need to take responsibility for
providing help and information for this group
of people to access employment.

A2 Nationals

In January 2007 Bulgaria and Romania
acceded to the European Union. Work
restrictions that were not placed upon A8
nationals were imposed on individuals from
these two countries, and hence there has
not been a comparable volume of migrants
from either country.

There have been very few Bulgarians found
rough sleeping in Westminster, however
there is an increasing flow of Romanians on
to the streets which is a cause for concern.

New Strategic Developments

Westminster City Council has been
successful in attracting funding from the CLG
and the Migration Impact Fund to support
our response to rough sleepers with no
recourse to public funds. The following four
initiatives are funded through this route:

• Olallo Project - based in Euston, focuses on
preparing economic migrants from accession
states for work and facilitating a move on
into the private rented sector. Westminster
refers individuals into this service.

• Two police constables - within the Safer
Streets Homeless Unit, respond to need as
appropriate within this client group.

• A specialist worker - using the Passage as a
base and offering assistance with
reconnections and employment for
economic migrants from European accession
states.

• Four high turn-over beds - at Passage
House to enable a rapid first step away from
the streets and provide a time limited
opportunity for individuals to problem solve
obstacles into work; accept assistance to
return home or referral to the Olallo Project.

Further to these innovations the UKBA have
seconded a liaison worker to work with
Westminster City Council and partners to
offer speedy resolution to any immigration
issues that come up.

Key Targets and Actions

Years 1, 2 and 3:

• To escalate our lobbying activities and secure
national solutions to a national problem,
including repatriation for those not exercising
their treaty rights.

• To continue to immediately reconnect
individuals who are destitute and wish to
return to their country of origin.

• To promote enforcement options against
those who are replicating a street life style
and are not seeking any change.

• To work proactively with the UKBA, support
the use of Administrative Removal where
appropriate and cooperate with intelligence
led operations.
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PRIORITY 8

Service user
involvement

Strengthen service user
involvement across all
services to find creative
solutions to complex
problems associated with
rough sleeping

Why is this a priority?

• Rough sleepers and ex-rough sleepers may
be the best people to know what inspirations
are needed to get people off the streets.

• People value being given a voice, which
promotes responsible citizenship.

• A hallmark of a good service is vibrant
service user involvement – WCC ought to
celebrate and enhance this fact.

• Rough sleepers are one of the most socially
excluded groups in society. They are also
financially and politically excluded.

Our Objectives

• To build on service user involvement that
already exists within services.

• To offer training to service users to enhance
their capabilities around communication and
presentation.
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• To further involve service users in the
commissioning of services.

• To increase links the many schemes in
Voluntary Sector Agencies across London to
find more opportunities for service users.

• To support service users and help them to
develop a representative body that will
enable them to have a collective voice.

• To ensure that service users make an
informed decision about whether to register
to vote or not.

• To facilitate a peer delivery program to get
long term rough sleepers off the streets and
stem the flow of rough sleepers onto the
streets.

• To hold an annual conference for service
users.

• Promote social and political inclusion and
access to Members.

Westminster City Council has a responsibility
to work for all its residents to ensure the
democratic institutions are inclusive and
effective. Where hostel residents are given a
voice experience shows they are more likely
to respond positively to expectations of
reasonable behaviour and treat fellow
Westminster residents with respect.

Where individuals are empowered to engage
with services and institutions they are more
capable of developing effective strategies to
cope with life’s demands. The voice a service
user discovers in services in Westminster
can help them move on and establish
themselves fully within society.

WCC is in the best position to pull together
the voluntary sector agencies and services in
Westminster to enhance the excellent service
user involvement that already exists in
specific agencies.

This group runs every Friday afternoon,
outside the usual day centre drop-in hours.
It is aimed at entrenched long-term rough
sleepers who are not engaging with our other
services. The group provides an opportunity
for social activity and undertakes two
residential weekends away from London each
year. We also offer reflexology, refreshments
and exclusive use of our practical facilities.

One member of the group, Terry, is now in a
training flat and awaiting sheltered
accommodation. He still attends because of
the emotional support and company we offer.
His presence in the group has been useful
because we have heard others asking him
what his hostel was like. Terry will need to
replace the support we offer him before he
stops coming to the group. Last week he
started work as a volunteer in a charity shop.
He has arranged this himself and will be
working three days a week. He says it allows
him to give something back for all the help he
has been given. Prior to going into a hostel he
had a very long history of rough sleeping and
he suffered from regular bouts of depression
which would usually result in him throwing his
belongings into the Thames. He is a different
man now and he can not believe how much he
and his life has changed in the last two years.

Two other people from the group have recently
moved into permanent accommodation and
we are actively targeting people out on the
streets who do not use our day centre to come
to the group. Our Outreach Team are
encouraging people to join the group and use
it as a gentle entry into our other services. This
process can take a considerable amount of
time. We have managed to get one women to
visit the group by arranging appointments for
her on a Friday afternoon. She has been given
a personal tour of the building by one of the
staff who runs the Rough Sleepers Group. She
has had a look around twice and has been
given a friendly welcome by members of the
group, who recognise her vulnerability. The
group continues to change lives.

Case Study: The Rough Sleepers Group
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PRIORITY 8 SERVICE USER INVOLVEMENT

Key Targets and Actions

Year 1:

• Offer training to service users to enhance
their capabilities around communication and
presentation.

• Ensure that 90% of service users make an
informed decision about whether to register
to vote.

• Develop a gold standard for service user
inclusion.

Years 2 and 3:

• Facilitate a peer delivery program to get long
term rough sleepers off the streets and stem
the flow of rough sleepers to the streets of
Westminster.

• Support service users and help them to
develop a representative body that will
enable them to have a collective voice.

• Promote social and political inclusion and
access to Members.

• Audit services against the gold standard.
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Rough Sleepers Pathway

Routes into BBS:
Self Referrals
Met on the street and sign-posted by City Guardians, Safer Streets Homless Unit, Safer Neighbourhoods Team etc
Met on streets by BBS
Referred by another agency: Drug Intervention Programme, Housing Options or other homeless agencies

BBS Services - Assessment and Referrals (Gate-Keeping Function)

Connection at
St Martins

The
Passage

Night
Centre

St Mungos HARRT

Outcomes:
• Reconnections
• Links into services
• Referrals into hostels in 
 and out of Westminster

Assesment

Out of the hostel system
Rolling
Shelter

Passage House
Assessment

Centre

Safe Stop
Look Ahead Victoria 

Re-connections 
Unit

Specialist Units

Young Peoples
Accomodation

Mental Health
Accomodation

Hostel Services

Passage
House

King George's LookAhead
Victoria

CUC Soho Hopkinson
House

Edward Alsop
Court

Harrow Road Shroton St Look Ahead
Bayswater

Substance
Misuse

Accomodation

Longer Term Accomodation

Clearing
House

Private
Rented
Sector

Sheltered
Housing

Homebuy/
Intermediate

Rented

Hostels Move
On Quota

Options
Outside 

Westmister

LA Victoria
Cluster Flats

Move On Within Westminster

Acton HA
Training Flats

St Mungos
Supported
Housing

Montfort
House

Thamesreach
Daventry Rd
Training Flats

Wytham Hall Broadway
Shirland Road

Supported Housing

Cardinal Hume
Horseferry Rd

Broadway
Sutherland

Avenue
Supported Housing

Appendix 1
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Westminster City Council Rough Sleeping Strategy 2010-2013

Core rough sleepers
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